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Abstract
Denniston (J. Combin. Theory Ser. A 26 (1979) 298) presented a tripling construction for
large sets of Kirkman triple systems (LKTS) under the condition that there exists a transitive
Kirkman triple system (TKTS). In this paper, we 7rst de7ne a transitive resolvable idempotent
symmetric quasigroup (TRISQ), and show that a TRISQ of order v always exists for any positive
integer v ≡ 3 (mod 6). Then, we present a tripling construction of LKTS by using TRISQ instead
of TKTS. Hence the condition “there exists a TKTS” in Denniston’s tripling construction can
be removed. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Transitive resolvable idempotent symmetric quasigroup; Kirkman triple system; Large
set; Tripling construction
1. Introduction
A group-divisible design (brie@y GDD) is a triple (X;G;B) which satis7es the fol-
lowing properties: (i) X is a 7nite set of points; (ii) G is a partition of X into subsets
called groups; (iii) B is a set of subsets of X (called blocks) such that a group and a
block contain at most one common point, and any pair of points from distinct groups
occur in exactly one block.
A GDD (X;G;B) is called resolvable if there exists a partition = {P1; P2; : : : ; Pr}
of B such that each part Pi (called parallel class) is a partition of X .
A GDD (X;G;B) is called Steiner triple system if |X |= v and it has v groups of
size 1 and every block has size 3. Such a GDD is denoted brie@y by STS(v) (X;B).
A resolvable STS(v) is called Kirkman triple system and denoted KTS(v). Note that
there are exactly v(v−1)=6 blocks in a KTS(v), all blocks are partitioned into (v−1)=2
parallel classes.
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A large set of KTS(v) (denoted LKTS(v)) is a collection of v− 2 pairwise disjoint
KTS(v) on the same point set. The necessary condition for the existence of LKTS(v)
is v ≡ 3 (mod 6), but the knowledge for the existence of LKTS(v) is very limited. We
summarize the known results as follows (see [1–6,8–10,13,14]).
Theorem 1.1. (1) [8] There exists an LKTS(v) for v∈{3nm(2 · 13k + 1)t : n¿ 1,
m∈{1; 5; 11; 17; 25; 35; 43}; k¿ 1; t=0; 1}.
(2) [1,6,13,14] There exists an LKTS(3nm) for any integer n¿ 1 and
m∈{67; 91; 123}.
(3) [9] There exists an LKTS(6 · 4n25m + 3) for n; m¿ 0.
An important recursive construction for LKTS is Denniston’s tripling construction
which uses a transitive KTS. A KTS(v) (X;B) is called transitive, and denoted
TKTS(v), if there exists a group G of order v acting transitively on X , which forms
an automorphism group of (X;B).
Theorem 1.2 (Denniston [5]). If there exists a TKTS(v) and an LKTS(v), then there
exists an LKTS(3v).
The condition of TKTS in the above tripling construction would be removed if one
could construct a TKTS(v) for all v ≡ 3 (mod 6). Despite of much ePorts spent on
the existence of TKTS, the results are still incomplete. The known results can be
summarized as follows.
Theorem 1.3. (1) [7] There exists a TKTS(3k5l11m17nq1q2 · · · qt); where k¿ 1,
l; m; n∈{0; 1}; and qi ≡ 1 (mod 6) is a prime power for 16 i6 t.
(2) [14] There exists a TKTS(3n · 41) for n¿ 1.
In Section 2, we give a new concept called transitive resolvable idempotent sym-
metric quasigroup (TRISQ) and prove that a TRISQ(v) always exists for any positive
integer v ≡ 3 (mod 6). In Section 3, we make use of TRISQ(v) instead of TKTS(v) to
present the tripling construction. This means that the condition “there exists a TKTS(v)”
in Theorem 1.2 can be removed.
2. Denition and constructions for TRISQ
A quasigroup is a pair (X; ◦), where X is a set and (◦) is a binary operation on
X such that equations a ◦ x= b and y ◦ a= b are uniquely solvable for every pair of
elements a, b in X . The order of a quasigroup (X; ◦) is the size of X . A quasigroup
of order v is called idempotent and symmetric if identities x2 = x and x ◦ y=y ◦ x
hold for all x; y in X . An idempotent symmetric quasigroup of order v will be denoted
by ISQ(v). Furthermore, an ISQ(v) (X; ◦) is called (sharply) transitive, if there exists
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a group G of order v acting transitively on X which forms an automorphism group
of (X; ◦).
Transitive ISQ has been used to give a tripling construction for large sets of STSs
[12]. To consider the similar problem for large sets of KTSs, we demand that the
transitive ISQ must have certain property of resolvability.
Suppose that (X; ◦) is an ISQ(v). Any given pair of elements x and y in X determines
uniquely a product x◦y and then a triad (x; y; x◦y). Note that since (X; ◦) is symmetric,
we can view the two triads (x; y; x◦y) and (y; x; y◦x) as the same. A quasigroup (X; ◦)
is called resolvable if all
( v
2
)
pairs of distinct elements can be partitioned into subsets
Ti (16 i6 (3(v−1))=2), such that every i = {(x; y; x◦y): {x; y}∈Ti} (called parallel
class) is a partition of X . A transitive resolvable ISQ(v) is denoted by TRISQ(v). It
is not diQcult to see that the necessary condition for the existence of a TRISQ(v) is
v ≡ 3 (mod 6).
Note that from a TKTS(v) on set X , one can obtain a TRISQ(v) on X . Therefore, the
known existence results on TKTS stated in Section 1 can be restated as the existence
results of corresponding TRISQ. However, we shall not use these results on TKTS to
show the existence of TRISQ. Instead, we shall use simple and uniform constructions
to prove, in this section, that the necessary condition for the existence of TRISQ is
also suQcient.
We make some stipulations 7rst. In general, for any commutative ring X of odd
order v with identity element 1, we can always de7ne a binary operation (◦) by
x ◦ y= 12x + 12y, x; y∈X , and obtain a transitive ISQ(v) (X; ◦), where the transitive
automorphism group is (X;+). If v=3m and m is an odd positive integer, we shall
take the ring X =Z3 × G, where G is a commutative ring of order m with identity
element 1.
In what follows, by a transitive ISQ(v), we always de7ne it as above. Further, by
a TRISQ(v) (X; ◦), where X =Z3 × G, we always assume that there are three 7xed
parallel classes de7ned as
j = {((j; g); (j + 1; g); (j + 2; g)): g∈G} for j∈Z3:
These three parallel classes will play a key role in the recursive construction for TRISQ
below.
For convenience, if v=3p and p¿ 5 is a prime, we may take X =Z3p since
Z3p ∼= Z3 × Zp. Since the isomorphism can be de7ned by the rule: n → n(1; 1), we
can freely interchange the expressions of elements of X as in Z3 ×Zp or in Z3p. So,
in the case of X =Z3p, the three 7xed parallel classes become
j = {(pj + 3g; p(j + 1) + 3g; p(j + 2) + 3g): g∈Zp}; j∈Z3:
Now we present a direct construction for TRISQ.
Lemma 2.1. There exists a TRISQ(3p) for p=1; 3 or p ≡ 1; 5 (mod 6) a prime.
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Proof. By using the transitive ISQ(3p) de7ned above, we only need to consider its
resolvability. Since the case p=1 is trivial, we distinguish three cases below.
Case 1: For p=3, X =Z3 × Z3, it is not diQcult to obtain the 12 parallel classes
of (X; ◦). We omit the details.
Case 2: p=5, X =Z15 ∼= Z3 × Z5. All the triads (x; y; x ◦ y) for x =y in X can
be expressed as (x; x + d; x + 12d) for x∈Z15, 16d6 7. We want to partition all
these triads into 21 parallel classes. For a given 16d6 7, it is hopeful to partition
(x; x + d; x + 12d) (x∈Z15), into 3 parallel classes, namely dj (j∈Z3). But it is not
always the case.
The main idea of the proof is that, if d′j is a parallel class for certain d=d′ and
x is a unit of X (as a ring), then multiplying every element of d′j by x, we obtain a
parallel class xd′j = xd′j for d= xd′. We proceed as follows:
For d=2, the 3 parallel classes are taken to be
2j = {(3i + j; 3i + j + 2; 3i + j + 1): i∈Z5}; j∈Z3:
If gcd(d; 15)=1, then 12d is a unit of X . Thus we obtain 3 parallel classes
dj =(12d)2j.
For d=5=p, the 3 parallel classes 5j are the three 7xed parallel classes
j; j∈Z3.
There are two values of d remained: d=3; 6. For d=3, we break 2 parallel classes
20 and 21, to obtain totally 5 parallel classes. Note that this is the key idea of the
proof, we give the concrete construction:
30 = {(0; 3; 9); (1; 4; 10); (2; 5; 11)} ∪ {(6; 8; 7); (12; 14; 13)};
31 = {(3; 6; 12); (4; 7; 13); (5; 8; 14)} ∪ {(9; 11; 10); (0; 2; 1)};
32 = {(7; 10; 1); (8; 11; 2); (9; 12; 3)} ∪ {(13; 0; 14); (4; 6; 5)};
33 = {(10; 13; 4); (11; 14; 5); (12; 0; 6)} ∪ {(1; 3; 2); (7; 9; 8)};
34 = {(6; 9; 0); (13; 1; 7); (14; 2; 8)} ∪ {(3; 5; 4); (10; 12; 11)}:
By multiplying 2, we obtain 5 parallel classes 6i =23i (06 i6 5), for d=6. Here
2 parallel classes 40 = 220 and 41 = 221 are broken.
Now all 21 parallel classes are found, they are
{1j; 22; 3i ; 42; 5j =j; 6i ; 7j: i∈Z5}; j∈Z3:
Case 3: p ≡ 1; 5 (mod 6), p¿ 5 a prime, X =Z3p ∼= Z3×Zp. Write p=3(2m+)+
(+1), where m¿ 1, =0 or 1. Again we want to partition all triads (x; x+d; x+ 12d),
for x∈Z3p and 16d6 (3p − 1)=2, into 3(3p − 1)=2 parallel classes. We still make
use of the notation dj.
For d=2, the 3 parallel classes are taken to be
2j = {(3i + j; 3i + j + 2; 3i + j + 1): i∈Zp}; j∈Z3:
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If gcd(d; 3p)= 1, the 3 parallel classes for d are dj =(12d)2j, j∈Z3. For d=p,
again the 3 parallel classes are those 7xed.
The remaining values are d=3a for 16 a6 (p − 1)=2. Instead of d=3, we 7rst
deal with d=6. We break only one parallel class 20 to obtain 4 parallel classes. They
are
60 = {(3i + j; 3i + j + 6; 3i + j + 3): j=0; 1; 2; i=3k; 06 k6 2m+ − 1}
∪{(−3(+ 1);−3(+ 1) + 2;−3(+ 1) + 1); (−3;−1;−2)};
61 =60 + 3(+ 1)
= {(3i + j; 3i + j + 6; 3i + j + 3): j=0; 1; 2; i=(+ 1) + 3k;
06 k6 2m+ − 1} ∪ {(0; 2; 1); (3; 3+ 2; 3+ 1)};
62 =61 + 3(+ 1)
= {(3i + j; 3i + j + 6; 3i + j + 3): j=0; 1; 2; i=2(+ 1) + 3k;
06 k6 2m+ − 1}
∪{(3(+ 1); 3(+ 1) + 2; 3(+ 1) + 1); (6+ 3; 6+ 5; 6+ 4)};
(We make two remarks here. (1) If =0, then the two triads of the second part in
above three unions are the same. We keep only one of them. (2) When m¿ 1, we have
3p − 3( + 1)¿ 6 + 3, this guarantees that the above 3 parallel classes are pairwise
disjoint.)
63 =


{(3i + j; 3i + j + 6; 3i + j + 3): j=0; 1; 2; i=p− 1}
∪{(3i; 3i + 2; 3i + 1): i=2; 3; : : : ; p− 2}; if =0;
{(3i + j; 3i + j + 6; 3i + j + 3): j=0; 1; 2; i=1; p− 2}
∪{(3i; 3i + 2; 3i + 1): i=4; 5 : : : ; p− 3}; if =1:
Now suppose d=3a (16 a6 (p− 1)=2), let
x=
{
1
2a if gcd(a; 3)=1;
1
2 (a+ p) if gcd(a; 3) =1:
Then x is a unit of X and 6x ≡ 3a (mod 3p). Multiplying every 6j by x, we obtain 4
parallel classes dj = x6j (06 j6 3), where one parallel class 2x;0 = x20 is broken.
It is easy to check that for diPerent d=3a, diPerent 2x;0 are broken. This completes
the proof.
For general v ≡ 3 (mod 6), we need a recursive construction.
Lemma 2.2. If there exist a TRISQ(3m) and a TRISQ(3q), where m and q are odd
positive integers and q is a prime, then there exists a TRISQ(3mq).
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Proof. Let X1 =Z3×G, X2 =Z3×Zq and X =Z3×G×Zq, where G is a commutative
ring G of order m with identity element 1. Assume that (X1; ◦1) and (X2; ◦2) are TRISQ,
the binary operation (◦i) is de7ned by x ◦i y= 12x + 12y for any x; y in Xi (i=1; 2)
and (Xi;+) is the transitive automorphism group of (Xi; ◦i) for i=1; 2. Thus (X; ◦) is
a transitive ISQ(3mq) with the binary operation (◦) de7ned by x ◦y= 12x+ 12y for any
x; y in X . Now we consider the resolvability of (X; ◦). The parallel classes consist of
the following two parts.
Part 1: For any parallel class A of (X2; ◦2), then⋃
g∈G
{((i; g; x); (j; g; y); (i; g; x) ◦ (j; g; y)): ((i; x); (j; y); (i; x) ◦2 (j; y))∈A}
is a parallel class of (X; ◦). We get a total of 3(3q− 1)=2 parallel classes of (X; ◦).
Part 2: The TRISQ(3m) (X1; ◦1) has 3 7xed parallel classes j (j∈Z3). Suppose
B is a parallel class of (X1; ◦1), and B =j for j=0; 1; 2. For a given k ∈Zq, let
(B)k =
⋃
x∈Zq
{((i; g; x); (j; h; x + k); ((i; g) ◦1 (j; h); x + 12k)):
((i; g); (j; h); (i; g) ◦1 (j; h))∈B}:
It is not diQcult to check that each (B)k is a parallel class of (X; ◦). Furthermore,
since B =j (j=0; 1; 2), if ((i; g); (j; h); (i; g) ◦1 (j; h))∈B, where i; j∈Z3, g; h∈G,
then g; h and g◦h are pairwise distinct. Hence (B)k is diPerent from the parallel classes
of Part 1. We get a total of[
3(3m− 1)
2
− 3
]
q=
9(m− 1)q
2
parallel classes of (X; ◦).
Now we obtain a total of
3(3q− 1)
2
+
9(m− 1)q
2
=
3(3mq− 1)
2
parallel classes of (X; ◦). Hence (X; ◦) is a TRISQ(3mq).
We need to point out that, if we take the three 7xed parallel classes of (X2; ◦2) in
Part 1, then we obtain the three 7xed parallel classes of (X; ◦). The proof of the lemma
is thus completed.
Combining Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we obtain the following main result of this section.
Theorem 2.3. There exists a TRISQ(v) for any positive integer v ≡ 3 (mod 6).
3. The tripling construction for LKTS
In this section, we modify the Denniston’s tripling construction (Theorem 1.2). The
aim is to remove the condition “there exists a TKTS(v)” in Theorem 1.2. We will
make use of resolvable transversal designs. A GDD is called transversal design if it
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has exactly u groups of size t and every block has size u. We denote such a GDD by
TD(u; t). A transversal design is called resolvable if it is resolvable as a GDD.
Lemma 3.1. If there exist a TRISQ(v) and an LKTS(v); then there exists an LKTS(3v):
Proof. Suppose (X; ◦) is a TRISQ(v) and (X;Bj) (16 j6 v− 2) is an LKTS(v). We
will construct an LKTS(3v) on the point set Y =Z3×X . The construction proceeds in
3 steps.
Step 1: Let G= { 0;  1; : : : ;  v−1} be the transitive automorphism group of (X; ◦)
written multiplicatively. For  i;  j ∈G, x∈X , de7ne
Bijx = {(0; x); (1;  j(x)); (2;  i 2j (x))};
Pij = {Bijx: x∈X }
and
Ai =
⋃
 j∈G
Pij:
Then each (Y;Ai) (i=0; 1; : : : ; v− 1) is a resolvable TD(3; v) with the parallel classes
Pij,  j ∈G, and the v TDs form a large set of disjoint resolvable TDs.
For each i∈Z3, we have v− 2 disjoint KTS(v) ({i}×X;B(i)j ) for j=1; 2; : : : ; v− 2,
where B(i)j = {{(i; x); (i; y); (i; z)} : {x; y; z}∈Bj}. For j=1; 2; : : : ; v− 2, de7ne
Cj =Aj ∪B(0)j ∪B(1)j ∪B(2)j :
It is not diQcult to check that (Y;Cj) is a KTS(3v) for j=1; 2; : : : ; v− 2. Furthermore,
these v− 2 KTSs are obviously disjoint.
(The remaining two resolvable TDs, A0 and Av−1, are saved for the use in the
following two steps.)
Step 2: We 7rst make use of the block set A0. For a given k; 06 k6 v− 1, take
P0k ∈{P00; : : : ; P0(v−1)}, de7ne three permutations of X , namely #(s)k (s∈Z3), by the
rule
#(s)k (x)=y if {(s; x); (s+ 1; y)} ⊆ B∈P0k for some block B:
By the de7nition of P0k , we know that
#(0)k =  k ; #
(1)
k =  0 k ; #
(2)
k =( 0 
2
k)
−1 = (#(1)k #
(0)
k )
−1:
Hence #(s)k ∈G for all s∈Z3.
Next, since (X; ◦) is a TRISQ(v), for any pair {x; y} ⊂ X (x =y), we get an
element x ◦ y in X . Furthermore, {x; y; x ◦ y} is uniquely de7ned by any two elements
in {x; y; x ◦ y}. De7ne
B(0)xysk = {(s; x); (s; y); (s+ 1; #(s)k (x ◦ y))}
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and
D
(0)
k =

⋃
s∈Z3
⋃
{x;y}⊂X;x =y
B(0)xysk

 ∪ P0k :
It is easy to check that (Y;D(0)k ) is an STS(3v).
Now we consider the resolvability of (Y;D(0)k ). Since (X; ◦) is resolvable, by the
de7nition, all
( v
2
)
pairs of distinct elements can be partitioned into subsets Ti (16 i6
3(v− 1)=2), such that every i = {(x; y; x ◦ y): {x; y}∈Ti} is a partition of X . For any
given triad {(x; y; x ◦ y)}∈i, we get 9 points of Y , by using the three permutations
de7ned by P0k . They are
(0; x); (0; y); (0; x ◦ y); (1; x1); (1; y1); (1; x1 ◦ y1); (2; x2); (2; y2); (2; x2 ◦ y2);
where
x1 = #
(0)
k (x); y1 = #
(0)
k (y); x1 ◦ y1 = #(0)k (x ◦ y);
x2 = #
(1)
k (x1); y2 = #
(1)
k (y1); x2 ◦ y2 = #(1)k (x1 ◦ y1):
(Actually {(0; x); (1; x1); (2; x2)}, {(0; y); (1; y1); (2; y2)}, and {(0; x ◦ y); (1; x1 ◦ y1);
(2; x2 ◦ y2)} are three blocks of P0k .) These 9 points of Y are partitioned into B(0)xy0k ,
B(0)x1y11k and B
(0)
x2y22k in D
0
k . Denote
E(0)i =
⋃
(x;y)∈Ti
{B(0)xy0k ; B(0)x1y11k ; B
(0)
x2y22k}:
Then each E(0)i (16 i6 3(v−1)=2) is a partition of Y . Note that P0k is also a partition
of Y , and
D
(0)
k =
(3(v−1)=2⋃
i=1
E(0)i
)
∪ P0k :
Therefore, (Y;D(0)k ) is a KTS(3v) (06 k6 v − 1). Further, these v KTS(3v)s are
disjoint.
Step 3: At last we make use of the block set Av−1. For a given k; 06 k6 v− 1,
take Pv−1; k ∈{Pv−1;0; : : : ; Pv−1; v−1}. Again we de7ne three permutations of X , namely
&(s)k (s∈Z3), by the rule
&(s)k (x)=y if {(s; x); (s− 1; y)} ⊆ B∈Pv−1; k for some block B:
A similar procedure as in Step 2, after de7ning
B(v−1)xysk = {(s; x); (s; y); (s− 1; &(s)k (x ◦ y))}
and
D
(v−1)
k =

⋃
s∈Z3
⋃
{x;y}⊂X;x =y
B(v−1)xysk

 ∪ Pv−1; k ;
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we get v disjoint STS(3v) (Y;D(v−1)k ) (06 k6 v − 1). By using the resolvability of
(X; ◦), we can similarly prove that each (Y;D(v−1)k ) for 06 k6 v−1 is also a KTS(3v),
and these v KTS(3v)s are disjoint. The details are omitted.
We obtain a total of (v− 2) + 2v=3v− 2 disjoint KTS(3v), a large set. Hence the
lemma is proved.
Finally, combining Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 3.1, we obtain the following main result
of this paper.
Theorem 3.2. If there exists an LKTS(v), then there exists an LKTS(3v).
Combining Theorem 1.1 (3) and Theorem 3.2, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 3.3. There exists an LKTS(3k(22n+125m + 1)) for k¿ 1; n; m¿ 0:
Remark. Other recursive constructions for LKTS are presented in Lei [8], using also
TKTS. We can replace TKTS by TRISQ in such constructions resulting in the removal
of the condition “there exists a TKTS” too. This will be a topic of our future work.
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